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Before jumping in,
here are a few
things to help you
get the most out of
this course  

Introduction 1.
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Getting Started  

Use this workbook to keep track
of key terms and phrases used
in the lessons  

Workbook

 

 Discussions  

Explore our community of 
interactive members. Leave
comments, ask questions, and
 share ideas.  

 

Ask Lauren 
While immersing in the course,
members are able to reach Lauren
directly using our direct messging
feature.  

Lesson Videos 

 

Watch and Listen as Lauren
shares her passion and
experience 

Join Our Private 
Facebook Group 

 
Join our Facebook group “Fit
Equine Equestrians” and share
your thoughts and experiences 

 



 

Lauren is a world-class eventing rider based out of The Plains,
VA. and Ocala, FL. Some of her biggest accolades thus far
include four times USEA Lady Rider of the Year, 2018 World
Equestrians Games, 2016 Olympics, 2015 Pan American Games
and multiple top 10 placings at Kentucky, Badminton, Burghley
and Pau five stars. Lauren has been riding since she was 6
years old, born and raised in a small town in southern Illinois
and has since described herself as a “horse crazy kid”. After
attending a clinic with David and Karen O’Connor, a gift from
her parents, she knew it was what she wanted to do. 

About Lauren  
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At 17, Lauren moved to the East Coast and began riding with
Olympians David and Karen O’Connor. Lauren still works
alongside her mentors, the O’Connors, and rides and trains out
of Ms Mars’ Farm. She continues to bring horses up the levels
which is one of her favorite parts about the sport, starting them
from the ground up. We were lucky enough to spend some time
at her Florida base and learn what she believes are some of the
crucial elements in conducting the successful event horse. 

 
 



   Lauren prepares each horse with an individualized fitness
program that begins five weeks before a competition. Having an
individualized plan for each horse is important because every horse
is different. Some have a higher level of fitness than others, and
some need more work in certain areas. She makes a plan and a
schedule to get each horse ready for an upcoming event, and finds
that this format works best.
 
   Each day on the weekly calendar indicates the work the horse will
be doing on that day. Her horses get Mondays off, indicated by an X
on the calendar. 

   Working backwards from the day of the horse’s competition will
help you figure out when you need to start getting the horse ready,
and what each week is going to look like. The fitness program begins
five weeks before competition. This amount of time allows the horse
to gradually build up stamina and muscle strength before the day of
the event.

   Lauren likes her horses to have done two to four canter sets
before the week of the first competition, with two weeks of
cantering total. An example of a canter set is 3x3 = 3 sets of 3-
minute cantering. Planning for this amount of canter sets allows for
missed days and gives a buffer in case the horse has to miss a day of
work. It allows her to know the horse will be fit for the event. Fitness
is not entirely about cardiac level or running a 

 
 

Starting a Fitness Program 
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1.



certain distance—it’s also about getting the legs conditioned to the
ground, and making sure the horse isn’t getting sore or lame working
on that ground. When working the horse, use the same kind of ground
where you will be competing. Don’t always use an arena with perfect
footing.

   A week before competition, Lauren will practice a dressage test or
whatever that horse needs to work on. She typically does her canter
sets on Wednesdays and Sundays with the goal of having the horse
doing 3x5 canter sets by the Sunday before event week. (This is three
sets of 5-minute canters.) On the Wednesday prior to that, she will
do 3x4 canter sets, and the week before that, 3x3 canter sets. This
makes six canter sets before competition.

   Lauren doesn’t start her horses cold into canter sets. It’s important
to build up to the canter so the horse’s muscles are ready for the
hard work of holding this gait with a rider. She works up by trotting
and hacking; this gets the legs fit for the canter sets. Before she starts
doing canter sets, she wants to be doing 15-20 minutes of trotting.
While trotting, practice leg yields, shoulder-in, collecting and
lengthening. 
 
   She typically likes to increase trotting by five minutes at a time,
although this can be adjusted to the horse. If she wants the horse
trotting for 15 minutes before the week she starts cantering, she will
do a 20-minute trot for three days of four. 
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In preparation for a competition that’s five weeks away, Lauren does
two weeks to a month of long walk hacking before she starts trotting.
You can tweak this based on the individual horse’s fitness. What’s
important is not how far and how long the horse can go, but that he
can do it and stay sound. 

Setting Goals Worksheet 
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Starting a Fitness Program 1.

What are your long and short term goals that you plan to achieve
with your horse? 

 
1.

 

2. What steps can you take to achieve your goals? 
 

3.What are your personal fitness goals?  
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Transitions. As you are warming up take some time to work on
your downward transitions from the trot to walk to halt. 
Leg Yields. The USEF Dressage Rule Book describes the leg
yield as a movement in which “the horse is kept almost straight,
except for slight flexion of the poll away from the direction in
which he moves, and the inside legs pass and cross in front of
the outside legs with the forehand slightly in advance of the
quarters.” 
Shoulder ins. USDF Definition of the Shoulder-In: “A shoulder-
in is performed in a collected trot. The horse is ridden with a
slight but uniform bend around the inside leg of the rider,
maintaining cadence at a constant angle of approximately 30
degrees. The horse’s inside foreleg passes and crosses in front
of the outside foreleg; the inside hind leg steps forward under
the horse’s body weight following the same track of the outside
foreleg, with the lowering of the inside hip. The horse is bent
away from the direction in which it is moving.”
Lengthening. As your horse starts out at the walk, work on
lengthening and shortening his stride. The same can be done at
the trot and canter. 

Try It : Practice 
 

Make good use of your warm up at the walk at trot. Take some time
to work on the basics. 

 
 
 
t



Starting a Fitness Program 1.
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Tack & Boots
 
 

2.
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   Getting ready to ride means preparing both yourself and your
horse. 
 
   Lauren often gets questions on how to make a neat, tidy hair bun
she can wear with her Charles Owen helmet. She takes an elastic
band in her hand, and makes a ponytail of her hair. She then twists
the ponytail as much as she can into a bun, putting the band over it
as many times as possible. She then covers the bun with a hairnet,
twisting it several times until it is tight. She follows with a second
hairnet that she twists around the bun as many times as it will fit. 
 
   Lauren doesn’t believe there is right or wrong when it comes to
tack. She likes to keep things simple and stick to the basics. She rides
in custom fit saddles made specifically for each horse by Sagmae,
and uses both leather and fleece girths. She prefers the fleece girths
in the wintertime when the horses are freshly clipped because fleece
helps prevent sores and rubs. When it’s time to compete, Lauren
uses a leather girth.
 
   A fleece jumping pad is Lauren’s saddle pad of choice because of
its shock absorption properties and the way it fits with her saddles.
She adds a half pad over the fleece pad for extra cushion between
the horse’s back and the saddle.
 



Tack & Boots
 
 

2.
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   Leg protection is important for eventing horses because of the
different types of jumps they negotiate. When training at home,
Lauren uses brushing boots both on the front and  hind legs to
protect the horse if he hits himself or the jump rails. An open front
boot is another option, and is used a lot in show jumping to protect
the back of the tendon if the horse hits a rail. Polo wraps can also be
used for leg protection, especially for horses that get boot rubs. 
 
   When it comes to the breastplate and bridle, Lauren uses a jump
bridle and a dressage bridle for each horse. Some horses use a
different bit for jumping versus dressage. Lauren notes that there
are many different bits out there, and she prefers to start with the
kindest mouthpiece. She typically uses a single joint snaffle or
double joint snaffle, depending on the horse. For a horse with a very
soft mouth, she uses a rubber bit. Lauren believes you should be able
to school and jump at home in a snaffle. If not, your horse needs
more training. 
 
   Laurent prefers to use breastplates that are simple in design. The
kind she prefers connects at the girth and sides of the saddle, and
then goes over the top of the neck. The breastplate holds the saddle
in place--important when going over jumps and negotiating varied
terrain. The neck strap can be used for balance if the horse is being
naughty.
 



Tack & Boots
 
 

2.
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Hoof pick
Mane and tail brush
Curry comb
Soft brush

When getting a horse ready to ride at home, have these basics within
reach:

Before you tack up your horse, do some basic grooming:
 
Pick the feet. Pick out the feet first to get out rocks and dirt, and
check each shoe to make sure it hasn't shifted. Use this time to check
each leg for abnormalities, cuts or heat. Heat is a sign that something
is going on, like a strain that may worsen with work. Also looks for
lumps and bumps. You can prevent a big injury by noticing little
details early on. 
 
Curry the coat. Some horses like light pressure curry, and some like a
lot. It’s important to pay attention to the horse to see what he
prefers. The curry is good for taking off chunks of mud. Pay attention
to the horse’s reaction when you curry the back. If his muscles are
sore, he will react by flinching. The curry keeps the horse’s coat
healthy and shiny, and helps you bond with the horse.
 
Brush the mane and tail. When you are working around the horse’s
face, ask him to bring his head down to you. This relaxes the horse
and encourages him to be polite. When brushing the tail, don’t over
brush it if you want to keep it thick. If there are no tangles or mud,
just brush out the ends. Lauren recommends reading World-Class
Grooming for Horses: The English Rider's Complete Guide to Daily
Care and Competition by Cat Hill and Emma Ford (Trafalgar Square
Books).



Tack & Boots
 
 

2.
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   When putting on the brushing boots, make sure the straps are
going from front to back. Be sure the boots are clean and brush
down the hair on the legs first. A correctly fitting boot will fall just
below the knee or hock and cover most of the fetlock. This protects
the inside area where the horse is most likely to hit himself with a
hoof.
 
   Next is the saddle pad. If you have a younger, green horse, make
sure the horse is okay with being tacked up first. In the case of a
horse that hasn’t been tacked up a lot, slowly put on the saddle pad
and then the saddle. 
 
   Before you put on the saddle, place the jumping pad on the horse’s
back, followed by the half-pad. Put the breastplate on after the pad
but before the saddle. 
 
   When you place the saddle, make sure it is sitting in a good place
on the back, with the saddle pad and half-pad pulled up in front of
the pommel. Attach the breastplate to the back loop of the saddle
billet with the front loop laying over it. This keeps the strap flat so it
doesn’t irritate  your leg. Put the girth billet through the keeper on
the saddle pad. Attach girth loosely on the off side so you can
tighten it enough on the near side. A good rule of thumb is that the
D-ring on the girth faces the front. Repeat the process with a
breastplate strap and girth billet on the other side. Clip the
breastplate to the girth. When using breastplates, make sure the
opening of the clip is facing the body of the horse. If facing down,
the horse can get a boot or shoe caught in the clip. 



Tack & Boots
 
 

2.
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   Adjust the breastplate so that it’s loose. If the horse is jumping or
striding out big, you don’t want the breastplate to interfere with the
shoulder movement. Conversely, you don’t want it dangling too far
down where a foot can get caught in it. If the saddle is sliding so
much that you need a skin tight breastplate, you need a better
saddle fit.
 
   When bridling the horse, put the reins over the head so when you
take the halter off, the horse is not completely free. You don’t want
him to get away from you. Ask the horse to put his head down, then
gently slide the bit into his mouth. Pull the headstall over the far ear
first, then the closer ear. Then make adjustments for fit. 
 
   When buckling the throatlatch, make it so it’s not so tight that it
chokes the horse, but is snug enough to hold the bridle in place.
Lauren places four fingers of her hand between the throatlatch and
the horse’s throat. If hanging looser than that, make it snugger. If
tighter than that, make it looser. It’s a matter of personal preference
on how people want their bridles to fit. Lauren likes to have a finger
or two between the cheekbone and noseband. You don’t want it too
close to the cheekbone because there’s a lot of nerves there. Lauren
doesn’t believe in cranking the noseband tight. Make the noseband
snug enough so it doesn’t droop, but loose enough for the horse to
open his jaw. Follow the same guideline with the flash, if the horse
uses one: it should be snug but still allow movement and so the
horse can still move his jaw. The flash keeps the horse from opening
his mouth really wide and running off with you. Make sure all the
keepers are up on the bridle. Bit tightness depends on the horse.
Lauren goes by what the horse likes. Some horses like a snug bit
because it stays in place easier, while some prefer it looser. 
 
 
 



Tack & Boots
 
 

2.
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Hang up the halter so it’s ready for you when it’s time to untack.
Before mounting, make sure the girth is tight and the stirrups are the
right length. 
 

NOTES 



Let’s Talk High
Performance Horse

 

3
.
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   Lauren considers many factors when looking for a high
performance horse prospect. 
Horses with different body types can perform at the five-star level.
Success depends more on the horse’s mind and trainability. You can
get to a high level of competition on talent and skill, but the horse
has to have the mental capabilities to work at that elite level. A
talented high performance horse may not be suitable for the job you
want it to do, whether that’s to trail ride, be successful at training
level, or other things. Look for the horse you are most comfortable
on that you can achieve goals with. If you have anxiety about riding
your horse every day, it’s probably not the right horse. This is
nothing to be ashamed of. Lauren has had lots of horses that didn’t
suit her. Find a horse that suits you. 
 
   When considering a potential high-performance horse for herself,
some things are non-negotiable. One of her main criteria is feet. For
what Lauren does, the horses have to have even, good feet. They
spend hours running and trotting and jumping on all kinds of ground.
If the horse doesn’t have good feet, it’s going to lead to soundness
issues. Good feet are less important if you don’t plan to do high
levels. Another important quality is a good, trainable brain. They
have to want to learn and be agreeable. When introduced to new
things, they have to want to try it. Another important factor is good
conformation. There are a lot of different body types at the high
level, but what they all have in common is good conformation. 



Let’s Talk High Performance Horse

 

3
.
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They are well put together, with proper body proportions. With good
conformation, horses can withstand the miles and concussive stress
that eventers put on their bodies. A good resource for learning good
horse conformation is The Horse Conformation Handbook, by
Heather Smith Thomas.

 What’s right for you Worksheet 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

What is your perfect horse like? What is his temperament?
Fitness ability?

1.

2. What job do you want your horse to be able to do? ( Trail ride,
compete at schooling shows (perhaps the olympics), etc.. ) 

 

3. What are some non- negotiable habits or characteristics that
you will not settle for in a horse? 

 



Warming Up 
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4
.

   Lauren likes to start every fitness session with a minimum of 15
minutes of trotting to help ensure proper warm-up and to make sure
her horse is listening to her aids. Warm-up time is essential for
every horse, no matter how fit or how athletic, because their
muscles need time to become warm, elastic and pliable. Another
goal of warm-up time is to prepare the body for work, including
elevating the heart rate and respiratory rate so that the muscles
receive the blood and oxygen they need to function. Warm-up time
isn’t just for your horse; it’s also for you. Take this time to stretch
your legs, practice your two-point position and practice feeling
loose and limber so that you feel ready to go as soon as your horse
does.
   The ideal fitness schedule should include long hacks, long trots
and canter sets. Canter sets help develop your horse’s fitness over
time. In your fitness schedule, schedule canter sets for each week,
being sure to increase the duration of each set week by week. For
example, you might want to start your horse with one week of 3 x 3
– that’s three sets of three minutes of cantering, with a two-minute
walk in between each set – and then gradually increase the number
of minutes per set each week to 3 x 4, 3 x 5 and 3 x 6. It’s important
to start out with slow canter sets, then gradually increase your
horse’s speed over time until he or she can sustain the canter at
competition speed.
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 Here are some other tips to keep in mind during your canter sets:

o   Take advantage of cantering downhill to help teach your horse how
to balance itself on a downhill slope. Horses who know how to re-
balance themselves on a slope are at an advantage during cross-
country competitions because they’ll be faster, and you won’t have to
worry about helping them balance or rating them on every hill.

o   Imagine you’re on a cross-country course and start practicing
turns, leg-yields and lead changes in both directions.

o   During hot weather or when your canter sets become more
strenuous, ease the canter-to-walk transition by including a 20-30
second trot at the end of each canter set.

Be sure to keep track of your horse’s fitness and conditioning progress
on his fitness schedule.

Equipment Notes
 

 o   Make sure you and your horse are both comfortable in your tack,
and that your saddle fits you both properly.

 o   Consider outfitting your horse with brushing boots or polo wraps to
help prevent injuries during training. If you’re cantering in dewy grass,
the moisture can cause polo wraps to sag. You’ll likely compete in cross-
country boots with a hard shell, but schooling or conditioning in those
boots may cause your horse to develop boot rubs.
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o   Bell boots may be helpful to prevent your horse from losing a shoe
if he’s prone to overreaching.

o   Wear a stopwatch or use the stopwatch app on your phone to help
keep time during your canter sets.
 



Conditioning Exercises 
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   Before working her horses over jumps, Lauren starts out by
warming them up. During her warm-up she takes her time to check
in with her horse and see where they are at. 

Some great questions to ask yourself during the warm are :

o    Can I slow my horse down? 
o    Can I speed him up?
o    Can I stop him?
o    Can we turn without an issue? 

   Keep the warm-simple and make sure that your horse is
responsive to your cues and aids before going into a bigger gate or
even taking on a jump. If he’s not being responsive at the walk, then
taking on a course will certainly be a challenge. 

   If your horse is on the hotter side, do a lot of walking within your
warm-up. Lauren likes to think of this exercise as “trying to bore
them until they are quiet”. If they start to get jiggy, don’t get mad or
frustrated just keep walking. You can also use this time to do some
transitions within the gate, work on halting, and turning. The goal
with the exercise is to encourage your horse to take that breath and
realize they are just walking. 

“ It’s much easier to get them calm in
their brain in the long term, then

trying to get them calm by
exhausting them.”-Lauren N.  
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5.

   As riders, a common mistake we make is we tend to rush through
the walking portion of the warm-up or use our walk time in between
adrenaline rushes. This tends to teach your horse to anticipate a
more forward activity right after the walk. 

   A common approach for hot horses is to try “to tire them out”. The
problem with this mindset is the horse will keep getting fitter.
Instead, work with your horse at a slower gate and really encourage
them to use their minds by doing these warm-up exercises. 

   Horse to Human equivalent. A great example of a tired mindset is
when we sit in a challenging  class for an hour or work consistently
on the computer for a couple hours straight. Afterwards, you feel
tired. It’s not necessarily a physical feeling but rather a mental state.
The same approach can be used for hotter horses. 

   After you finish your warm up on the flat, you can begin working
your horse over smaller jumps. As you are going through the jumps
make sure that you still have all of your basic aids and that your
horse isn’t trying to rush through the jumps. 

BUT what do I do if my horse IS rushing through the jumps? 

   A great exercise that Lauren does with horses that like to rush over
fences is to bring them into a trot after the jump. Stick with a small
jump until your horse stays with you and is patient after the jump. 
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5.

Try It : Practice 
At the Trot 

o   Trot in both directions and make use of the whole ring 
o.  Working on transitions within the gate. Take some time to ask your
horse to slow down his trot and then extend his stride. 
o   Trotting 10 and 20 meter circles 
o   Practice Leg Yields 
o   Shoulder Ins 
o   Trot over some lower rails / cavalettis

Bonus : If there are jumps or objects that your horse isn’t confident
around, take your time to warm up in that area. You can do this by
circling around jumps, practicing transitions around them, and even
working on some figure eights. 

At the Canter 

o   Work on the same things you did at the trot 
o   Make sure you are able to ride a straight line at the canter while 
 keeping the same speed 
o   Lengthen and shortening canter strides 
o   Practice over small rails 

 
Tracking your progress Worksheet 

 
After each ride, write down your thoughts about the ride. Was it a

good ride? What made it successful? What are some things that you
and your horse can work on in the future? 
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Conditioning Exercises 
 
 

5.  
 

Tracking your progress Worksheet 
 

After each ride, write down your thoughts about the ride. Was it a
good ride? What made it successful? What are some things that you
and your horse can work on in the future? 

 
 



   Cool-down time for your horse is just as important as warm-up time.
You can start your horse’s cooling-down process with a walk on a loose
rein as you head back to the barn. Once you’re there, strip off your
horse’s tack. Depending on the weather in your area, use the hose to
help your horse cool down. Be sure to use a sweat scraper to sweep any
excess water off his coat, then hose and scrape again as needed. During
this time, use the following guidelines to help determine whether your
horse has cooled sufficiently:

 o   Keep track of his respirations. Depending on your horse’s level of
fitness, his resting respiratory rate should be around 10-24 breaths per
minute. His breathing should return to normal rate within 10 to 15
minutes; a very fit horse may recover faster, while an unfit horse in hot
weather may take longer. Rather than watching your horse’s nostrils,
watch his flank rise and fall – it’s usually easier to keep track of
respirations that way.

o   Watch the veins on his neck, shoulder and hindquarters. If they are
still bulging, your horse is still hot.

Aftercare  
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   After cooling, take your horse into his stall to ice his legs. Lauren’s
favorite way to ice legs is to use an Ice Horse wrap with Velcro
closures that can mold an ice pack to the horse’s leg. 
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Her favorite Ice Horse wraps are cannon bone wraps that cover the
leg from the knee to the fetlock and help ice the soft tissues and
ligaments. These wraps are typically safe and simple to use.

   Tall plastic ice boots are another way to ice your horse’s legs. The
boots provide more coverage than the cannon wraps because the
horse’s legs are encased in cold water from hoof to knee. Horses in
heavy competition may benefit from the use of ice boots as opposed
to the ice wraps. If you use plastic ice boots, be sure to desensitize
your horse to the ice boots first. Start out by placing your horse’s
legs in empty ice boots; then, once he’s comfortable, start adding
water and then ice.

    When you’re icing, remember the 20-20 rule: 20 minutes in the
ice and 20 minutes out of the ice. Supply your horse with hay to
keep him happy and entertained while he’s being iced, and be sure
to supervise him the whole time in case he becomes uncomfortable
or spooks.

    After icing your horse’s legs, dry them off with a towel, apply your
favorite liniment and cover with polo wraps for the rest of the day.



Common Supplemental 
Therapies 
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    There are many different therapies available to help prepare
horses for competition and assist with the conditioning or
rehabilitation process. Here are the therapies that Lauren uses in
her program most often:

 1.  The Aquatread is an underwater treadmill system that can help a
horse build muscle tone and overall fitness with low-stress, low-
concussion exercise. It can also be beneficial for horses who are in
rehab for an injury. Incorporating regular Aquatreading sessions into
your horse’s fitness schedule is a great way to supplement his
conditioning and help build fitness. Horses will need to be
desensitized and trained to use the Aquatreader, but your local
rehabilitation facility staff will know the right way to do this, and
many horses pick up the concept quickly.

2.  The Theraplate is a vibration plate that can help increase bone
density, warm-up your horse’s muscles, increase his flexibility,
increase his circulation and potentially help with neurologic
symptoms. Using the Theraplate is fairly easy; all the horse has to do
is stand on the plate, eat his hay and enjoy. Lauren likes to use the
Theraplate for her horses after a work-out as part of the cool-down
process. Theraplates can vibrate at different speeds, depending on
your chosen setting. It can also be enjoyable for humans!
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6.

3.  Magnetic blankets can help loosen muscles, increase circulation
and promote relaxation. Some magnetic blankets include a massage
pad built in.

 
4.  Functional electrical stimulation can help build muscle by making
the horse’s muscles contract evenly on both sides. You must be
trained and certified in order to use FES correctly. FES can be
helpful for horses recovering from an injury or to help maintain a
horse’s topline while on stall rest.

 Other common therapies include:
o   Massage
o   Chiropractic adjustments
o   Laser therapy
o   Pulsed electromagnetic field therapy, or PEMF

No matter what type of therapy you choose to use in your program,
it’s important to do your homework on each therapy and decide
what’s best for your horse and your program. Whether you’re looking
for an equine massage therapist, equine chiropractor or other
therapist, make sure you only hire qualified, certified people with
good references and documented experience. For example, all animal
chiropractors must obtain a certification from the American
Veterinary Chiropractic Association (AVCA) and renew their
certification every three years. Most equine chiropractors are either
a) equine veterinarians who became certified through AVCA or b)
human chiropractors who became certified through AVCA in order to
treat horses.
 
 



 Getting Ready for Competition 
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Even if you’re only hauling one horse, packing for your first eventing
competition can be an overwhelming process because you’re
competing in three different events, and each event requires a
different set of gear. Just like packing for yourself, the key to
packing for your horse is to stay organized. Before you start packing
for a trip, Lauren recommends sitting down with a pen and paper.
Visualize the entire trip from start to finish, and as you move
mentally through each stage of the trip, write down what you think
you’ll need every step of the way. For example, are you hauling to a
one-day show or will you be there for several days? The answer to
that question means you may need to pack hay, grain, shavings and
other materials. Here are two helpful checklists – one for you, and
one for your horse – that can serve as a starting point for your next
packing adventure:
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o  Hay
o  Grain
o  Shavings
o  Grain bucket
o  Water bucket
o  Muck bucket with manure fork
o  Equine first aid kit with
emergency numbers
o  Blankets and sheets
(depending on the weather)
o  Fly spray
o  Shampoo
o  Whitening or brightening
shampoo
o  Bath bucket with sweat
scraper, sponges, etc.
o  Grooming tote with brushes,
hoofpicks, etc.
o  Bonnets
o  Cross country pad
o  Cross country saddle
o  Cross country girth
o  Cross country bridle
o  Cross country boots
o  Show jump pad
o  Show jump saddle

 Horse Checklist :

o  Show jump girth
o  Show jump bridle
o  Show jump wraps or boots
o  Dressage pad
o  Dressage saddle
o  Dressage bridle
o  Dressage girth
o  Half pads and jump pads
o  Polo wraps (if needed)
o  Brushing boots (if needed)
o  Bell boots (if needed)
o  Breast plates (if needed)
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 Human Checklist :

o  Human first aid kit with
emergency numbers
o  Dressage helmet
o  Show shirt and breeches for
dressage
o  Show coat for dressage
o  Stock tie for dressage
o  Gloves for dressage
o  Show jumping helmet
o  Show shirt and breeches for
show jumping
o  Show coat for show jumping
o  Stock tie for show jumping
o  Cross country helmet
o  Cross-country shirt and
breeches
o  Safety vest or air vest for
cross country
o  Stopwatch for cross country
o  Pinny holder for your number
o  Boots
o. Backup boots
_

o  Whips and crops of different
lengths
o  Spurs
o  Sewing kit
o  Spare gloves
o  Waterproofing spray for your
boots
o  Grippy spray for your tack and
boots (if raining)
o  safety pins
o  Spare sunglasses
o  Hair nets and spare hair nets
o  Hair spray
o  Makeup kit and makeup wipes
o  Stock ties
o  Rubber bands
o  Lotion
o  Chapstick
o  Advil
o  Boot cleaning kit with rubber
gloves
o  Other personal items as
needed
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Other Tips:

o  Pack your cross-country boots in mesh laundry bags to keep
them together. If you’re traveling with multiple horses, label each
laundry bag with each horse’s name. When you get home, toss the
laundry bag into the washing machine for easy clean-up. This hack
also works for polo wraps and brushing boots.

o  If you travel a lot, consider keeping your competition trunk
packed with spares of everything you use on a daily basis so you’ll
be less likely to miss things when you’re at the show.

o  Take a spray disinfectant or disinfectant wipes for easy clean-
up.

o  Take a coil of hose so you can always access water.
If you travel with friends, plan to share. You never know what you’ll
end up missing, so pack spares of what you do have so you can lend
freely.

o  Once you’ve perfected your packing list, print, laminate and post
it in your tack room, trailer tack room or barn office so you’ll
always have a copy handy.
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To get the most from Lauren’s lessons:

o  Take notes while you are watching each lesson. This will help you
remember what you are learning.

o  For exercises, watch the lesson demonstrations a few times until
you have a full grasp of how to perform the exercises yourself.

o  After watching each lesson, use this workbook as a reminder of the
steps illustrated by Lauren before you practice with your horse.

o  Once you feel like you have a firm grasp on something Lauren has
demonstrated, try it with your horse.

o  If you have an issue practicing with your horse, re-watch the lesson
to make sure you haven’t skipped any steps.

o  Remember that practice makes perfect. The more time you spend
working with your equine partner, the stronger your bond will be. 

Taking it a step further :  

o  If you have any questions about any of the lessons or even want a
private chat with Lauren, you can always schedule a virtual lesson.
Virtual lessons allow students to get more in depth information that’s
curated towards them and their horse. 
o  Visit our private Facebook group Fit Equine Equestrians. On this
page members are able to ask questions, share ideas, and even post
their progress. 


